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1 Introduction 

In recent centuries, reading and writing has become a critically important mode of 

communication among humans; it allows us to code and conserve linguistic information, and 

transport it through space and time while maintaining its original form. Literacy is undoubtedly 

an important driver of recent cultural evolution, capable of changing the way we think (Mullins 

et al., 2013; Pinheiro et al., 2020). Yet, the time window since the development of writing (and 

even more so since the widespread extent of literacy), is considered to be too short for 

substantial biological evolution, meaning that we are bound to read and write with an ancient, 

pre-literate brain (Dehaene & Cohen, 2007). Apparently, “one can teach an old brain new 

tricks”. And crucially, reading-specific functions seem to inhabit the same cortical area in all 

humans, the visual word form area (VWFA) in the left fusiform gyrus (McCandliss et al., 2003). 

Figuring out how this system works could allow us to understand how it emerges, and how we 

may approach its malfunctions. In my thesis, I summarize my behavioral research on visual 

word form processing and reflect on its implications in understanding the underlying neural 

system, focusing on two aspects that commonly eluded major theories of word identification: 

the effect of word orientation and the nature of diacritical letters. 

1.1 The visual system 

We understand the world through our perceptions, the richest of which is arguably the visual 

modality. Light rays of various energies are hitting the environment, and they are absorbed, 

reflected or scattered differentially, depending on the properties of the object they hit. Being 

able to capture this light has proven to be advantageous through the eons, guiding the evolution 

of a most peculiar organ, the eye. From the simple act of tracking daylight cycles, through the 

ability to sense directional light and regulate behavioral states, the modern eye has taken a shape 

that is capable of a high-resolution reconstruction of the environment and guides complex 

interactions and even cognitive functions (Nilsson, 2021). The precise optics of the human eye 

allow for the preservation of visual information on the retina, where various aspects of the 

stimuli are detected and coded. The optic nerve then transmits this information to the brain at 

an estimated rate of 8 Mbits/s (Koch et al., 2006), a number that roughly equals an HD (1080p) 

video with a 24 Hz frame rate. This data stream is relayed to the visual cortex, where the 

information is organized, combined, and decoded. Through such grouping of visual 

information, the mind can build a rich model of the visual environment, the benefit of which 

obviously includes foraging, hunting or evasion behaviors, all clearly linked to survival and 
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fitness. In our modern human lives, the detection and decoding of squiggly lines on paper can 

also prove to be useful but in other ways. By reading and writing, we uphold our complex 

society (Mullins et al., 2013): we can learn in unified ways, we can keep records of the things 

we own, we can remember events and people from the past, or testify love to our significant 

others (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1 The message on this wall is banal, and yet deeply human. An attempt at immortality akin to those at 

Lascaux cave but with a completely transparent meaning (“My Baby!! I Will Always LOVE You!!”); an absurd 

tribute to human ingenuity and the complexities of our perception. 

Importantly, the line of processing the visual system takes is not a serial ‘pixel by pixel’ 

analysis, and thus the bandwidth comparison from the last paragraph is somewhat misleading. 

Neural circuitry already in the retina allows for compression of the raw input of the 

photoreceptors towards the output of the ganglion cells. Light adaptation at multiple levels 

allows for a wider dynamic range than what the firing rate range of ganglion cell axons would 

allow for, and sideways connections allow for comparison of illumination between the center 

and the surround of receptive fields, thus filtering the raw photoreceptor activations. This means 

that the lateral geniculate nucleus (the thalamic nucleus devoted to relaying the retinal output 

to the visual cortex), already represents the visual information as local contrasts, i.e., brightness 

and color values are relative and not absolute. 

The cortical network dedicated to analyzing the shape and identity of objects lies along the 

ventral visual stream, a series of interconnected areas spanning from the occipital pole through 

occipitotemporal areas to the inferior temporal (IT) cortex. The structure of this network is 

based on a serial bottom-up hierarchy, where subsequent levels are occupied with larger and 

larger portions of the visual field and are responsive to increasingly complex aspects of the 

stimuli. At each level, the information is coded by the firing rate in the population of active 

neurons, and is passed on in a feedforward manner (DiCarlo et al., 2012). The neural units of 

the same level work relatively independently from each other, in a parallel fashion, so many 

possible combinations of their activity are possible. The summed neural activity across a subset 

of neurons forms the input of the neurons at the next level. At the end of the line, the response 
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pattern of the neuronal ensemble at the IT level is sufficient to account for object recognition 

(Hung et al., 2005). 

Although the evoked potential latencies clearly point to the validity of the feedforward 

hierarchy in the ventral stream (Schmolesky et al., 1998), the existence of feedback connections 

is also necessary to account for phenomena observed in low signal-to-noise ratio scenarios (e.g., 

captchas, where human visual perception outperforms feedforward convolutional networks) 

and perceptual learning (Ahissar & Hochstein, 2004; Kravitz et al., 2013). Such top-down 

modulation would support targeted search, or even be the basis of back-propagation during 

training. 

Much of the fine details that we know about visual processing comes from non-human 

primate experiments, including specific tasks such as body and face recognition (Vogels, 2022). 

For the purposes of the topic of this thesis, this poses a serious problem: only humans can read 

(although, other primates were shown to possess the visual capacities required for word 

recognition: Grainger et al., 2012; Rajalingham et al., 2020). In the following, I would like to 

review the current understanding on how the visual system serves orthographical analysis, the 

act of recovering the meaning of a word from a cluster of written symbols. 

1.2 Neural background of reading 

Experienced readers (likely exemplified by the reader of this text) are able to decipher 

written words at a glance and with apparent ease. The eyes seem to glide smoothly along the 

lines, but in reality, the eyes move in quick saccades and stop for short fixations on words. It is 

only during these fixations that visual processing can take place, while the letters stay still on 

the fovea. In the 250 ms that fixations take on average, we can recognize letters and their relative 

order to identify a word, and even get some initial information about the following words in the 

line (Rayner, 1998). 

Importantly, the decoding of all letters in a word must happen simultaneously, in a parallel 

fashion, and then pieced back together quickly to explain how word identification is possible 

in a single glance. As we have seen, the capability of such parallel processing is present in the 

ventral visual stream, and the earliest of evidence has already pointed to the involvement of 

these areas in reading (Dejerine, 1892). The affected area that caused ‘word blindness’ in the 

case reports of Dejerine (the occipitotemporal sulcus and fusiform gyrus) was later identified 

as the VWFA (Cohen et al., 2002; McCandliss et al., 2003), and its integration into the ventral 
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visual stream is of key importance in the most influential neural model of reading, the local 

combination detector (LCD) model (Dehaene et al., 2005). 

The LCD model offers a robust, hierarchical representation of visual word form processing. 

It builds on the convergence pattern seen along the ventral visual pathway: co-occurrence of 

local lower-level features can be combined into higher level features (Figure 2). Starting from 

the well-known phenomenon of orientation-sensitivity of V1 arising from multiple point like 

inputs arranged in a row (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962), we can follow the same idea to the emergence 

of invariant letter representations (Dehaene et al., 2005). The invariance is a crucial step, as 

letters come in many shapes and sizes, and, due to the limitations of neural resources, need to 

be coded abstractly. Thus, ‘THIS’ is understood as the same word as ‘this’ or even ‘this’, despite 

the obvious differences in visual appearance. The emergence of invariance is not too 

unexpected, since letters are built from the combination of a finite number of simple features. 

So, it is not the exact shape of the letter that needs to be decoded, just the set of its defining 

features. Contours meeting end-to-end as in ‘L’ or end-to-side as in ‘T’, or simply crossing, as 

in ‘X’ are very common features in natural environments too, so it is very likely, that writing 

systems have converged towards simplicity to decrease computational load and to facilitate 

acquisition (Changizi et al., 2006). Once the letters of a word are encoded, the word form 

processing system must also decode their order, a crucial step to differentiate anagrams (e.g., 

‘night’ vs. ‘thing’). A serial code that is based on absolute letter position in a word would be 

very fragile and error prone, as the code would easily shift. To account for this, Dehaene et al. 

(2005) apply the theory behind the SERIOL model (Serial Encoding Regulated by Inputs to 

Oscillations within Letter units; Whitney, 2001): a word representation based on open bigrams, 

letter pairs, whose relative positions are known. The nodes of this level would only be activated 

when both letter units are active and are positioned in the right order, and they can even have a 

few characters in between, hence the name ‘open’. 
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Figure 2 The local combination detector (LCD) model of visual word form processing and word recognition. 

Subsequent processing levels receive convergent information from previous ones, thereby increasing receptive 

field size and complexity while also gaining invariance. The featured areas are the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) 

and the primary and secondary visual cortices (V1 and V2), whose properties are well documented. Further 

extrastriate visual areas (V4 and V8) and inferotemporal areas such as the occipitotemporal sulcus (OTS) are 

hypothesized to accommodate the higher processing functions of the model. Based on Dehaene et al. (2005). 

Although it is understood that the VWFA has broader functionality than just visual word 

form processing (Price & Devlin, 2003; Vogel et al., 2014), it is still a crucial point in the line 

of processing during word recognition. Clearly, the VWFA could not have evolved for reading, 

due to its recency on an evolutional timescale; reading first appeared around 5000 years ago 

but became widespread only after the invention of the printing press in the 15th century, and 

the education of the masses after the industrial revolution. The controversy between our ancient 

brain and its recent function is addressed by the neural recycling hypothesis (Dehaene & Cohen, 
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2007): novel functions must find their neuronal niche, a region whose organization and 

connections make it suitable to host the specific function. Since the original functional 

organization is given, it puts strong constraints on the acquisition and capabilities of the novel 

function, however some rewiring is also possible through neuronal plasticity. Connectivity 

studies have found, that the VWFA has extensive connections not only with nearby visual areas 

but also with language networks, making it ideal for the visual to linguistic mapping (Bouhali 

et al., 2014; Stevens et al., 2017). The curious finding of VWFA activation in congenitally blind 

Braille readers, however, ask for a more nuanced theory (Büchel et al., 1998; Reich et al., 2011). 

Indeed, it is possible, that the VWFA is not really visual, but rather a multimodal area, linking 

spatial attention and language functions (Chen et al., 2019). Therefore, it is likely, that the 

VWFA aids in pointing to specific sensory inputs to be decoded as linguistic information, as a 

way of attention modulation. Another interesting finding in support of the idea that the VWFA 

acts merely as an information server for linguistic networks is that the rate of saccades during 

natural reading matches the rate of speech production (Gagl et al., 2022). This, however, does 

not change the interpretation that during reading, the VWFA is the interface between highly 

structured visual information and its meaning. 

1.3 Computational models of visual word form processing 

The localization of orthographic processing in the brain is apparently solved, yet the 

computations that take place within are still of debate. Although the neural substrates of reading 

can be reached by non-invasive manipulations (Arrington et al., 2023), these cannot achieve 

high enough precision to target specific steps of orthographic processing. We are therefore 

bound to develop theoretical models that can explain the phenomena observed in humans (e.g., 

word-frequency effect, word-superiority effect, letter transposition effects, etc.; Reichle, 2021). 

Most popular computational models are of the connectionist type. Essentially, they are 

mathematical functions – or rather, systems of functions – often in the form of artificial neural 

networks mimicking the properties of real neuron populations. The units of the network are 

organized in layers, usually an input, an output and one or more hidden (deep) layers are needed. 

The activation (roughly representing firing rate) of the input layer propagates through 

connections to the subsequent layers, where the resulting activity depends on the weights of its 

connections. The models can usually learn in a controlled way, by tuning the unknown variables 

(e.g., the weights of the connections) so that the outputs have the least errors. After the model 

is trained, it can predict the outputs of various tasks, similar to humans in experimental 
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conditions. Computational models are of exceptional use, as their predictions are comparable 

to experimental data, and they are ideally falsifiable through novel experimental findings. 

Regardless of writing system, the universal task in written word recognition (and also in 

word recognition modeling) is the mapping of visual objects to linguistic units (Li et al., 2022). 

In alphabetic systems (e.g., current European written languages) each writing symbol or group 

of symbols represents a phoneme or a group of phonemes (i.e., the written word directly 

represents the sounds of the spoken word), thus phonology might also play a part in the 

decoding process. Many influential models, such as the triangle model (Seidenberg & 

McClelland, 1989) or the dual-route cascaded model (Coltheart et al., 2001) include two routes 

from script to meaning: a direct route from orthography to semantics, and an indirect route with 

phonology in between, connected at multiple levels of processing. Importantly, the indirect 

route has to account for inconsistencies in grapheme-to-phoneme associations, the relevance of 

which depends on orthographic depth. Deep orthographies, such as English, have many rules 

for pronunciation and spelling, whereas shallow orthographies, like Hungarian, have a more 

direct, almost one-to-one grapheme-phoneme correspondence (Borgwaldt et al., 2005). Readers 

of deep orthographies necessarily rely more on the direct route, and read words as images, 

whereas the indirect route is more readily available in the case of shallow orthographies. 

Although the above-mentioned models explain some important phenomena of reading 

(naming, lexical decision, word-frequency effect, word-superiority effect), they come with the 

assumption that letters of a word are already encoded in fixed slots at the input stage. In practice, 

this means, that their input translates into something like “letter r in position 1, letter e in 

position 2, letter a in position 3, and letter d in position 4”, making up the word read. The 

problem here is that the pseudowords raed and riod would perform equally under this 

assumption, since they both have inaccurate letters in positions 2 and 3. In human reading 

however, we find that letter-transpositions (raed) are easily overlooked, whereas letter 

substitutions (riod) are more easily rejected (Grainger & Whitney, 2004). Aiming at this 

deficiency, multiple models were developed to resolve the problem of letter positions. The 

SERIOL model (Whitney, 2001) shows that the side of the visual field and the relative visual 

acuity at which a letter is perceived, can be used to localize each letter of a string along a 

positional gradient ordered from left to right. According to the model, the value along this 

gradient defines the response characteristics of the letter detectors (firing delay within a latent 

oscillatory cycle), which in turn can be compared to each other. This gives rise to the open 

bigram detectors (as applied in the LCD model, Figure 2; Dehaene et al., 2005), and creates a 
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distributed code containing relative positions of letter pairs (e.g., the word read has the 

following bigrams: re, ra, rd, ea, ed, ad). A letter transposition in this case would affect only a 

subset of the bigrams, damaging the code much less than in a slot-based model. Another model 

focusing on letter positions is the overlap model (Gomez et al., 2008), which explains letter 

transposition effects particularly well. This model assumes that there is uncertainty about letter 

positions – especially when a word is only briefly presented – and the letter position 

probabilities overlap. The positions within the code are estimated from the perceptual normal 

distributions. 

Another model worth mentioning here would be the Bayesian Reader model (Norris, 2006), 

which formulates reading in a Bayesian framework. Its assumption about the orthographic code 

is once again slot-based, but at each position, every letter of the alphabet can have some 

probability. The letters with the greatest probability can be read out into a decoding framework. 

During observation, information is initially scarce, and the output is based mostly on prior 

experience, but with time information builds and the output is increasingly certain (converges 

onto a code containing letters with probabilities close to one). This can explain uncertainties in 

letter identity (e.g., O is similar to Q) and in letter position as well (a perceived letter increases 

the likelihood not only in its own position but in neighboring positions as well). 

1.4 Missing components of modeling 

1.4.1 Rotations 

In our modern world full of writing, it is very common to come across words that are rotated 

in some way: titles on the spines of books are usually rotated in 90°; when multiple guests put 

their heads together to read a single restaurant menu, someone will always be bound to read it 

in a suboptimal angle; the scrabble board is upside down from the other side of the table; the 

television does not rotate with us when we watch it lying on our side, yet we go on reading the 

subtitles. Likewise, during handwriting, many individuals rotate the paper in some degree 

(especially left-handers to neutralize wrist position), thus forming a strong personal experience 

with rotated texts. Although there is evidence that in-plane rotation has a serious cost in the 

reading process (Koriat & Norman, 1985), computational models rarely account for this effect 

(but see, Whitney, 2002). Particularly, the question is, how the brain solves the position problem 

when the letters are not in the usual horizontal, left-to-right alignment. 

Cohen et al. (2008) have found that whenever words were observed in a degraded manner 

(e.g., rotated or with increased letter spacing), response time (RT) increased steeply in a non-
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linear fashion, accompanied by an increased blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal 

both in the ventral and dorsal visual pathways. They interpreted these results in terms of the 

LCD model (Dehaene et al., 2005), stating, that degradation above a certain threshold makes 

the VWFA no longer capable of decoding words, and it requires auxiliary mechanisms from 

the dorsal stream. Like Whitney (2002), Dehaene et al. also suggest that this is done by mental 

rotation, the act of imagining how the word (or its constituent letters) would look like counter-

rotated and doing the orthographical analysis afterwards. They identified this blockade at the 

letter level, as BOLD signals correlated with response latencies slightly posterior to the peak 

WVFA activation to words. They conclude that rotation above 45° interrupts letter processing, 

which in turn cannot feed into the quick, parallel decoding of the word, and thus the brain must 

rely on slower, serial mechanisms aided by the dorsal stream. 

Despite some earlier results suggesting that letter rotation disrupts letter recognition (Risko 

et al., 2014), Perea et al. (2018) found strong evidence for the opposite in a masked identity 

priming letter matching experiment. In their study, the size of the unconscious priming effect 

did not depend on the rotation of the briefly presented prime, showing more rotation resistant 

processing than expected. In another experiment, Perea et al. (2020) have also shown that the 

orientation of the letters did not matter in the context of words either, when they compared 

marquee (words formed by normally oriented letters stacked vertically and read from the top) 

and 90° rotated words in a masked priming lexical decision experiment. This also points to the 

remarkable resilience of letter detectors in the reading network and questions the validity of the 

45° barrier stated by Cohen et al. (2008). 

To resolve this contradiction, we might look to other fields of visual perception. For 

example, in the case of object recognition, evidence was found for isolated object orientation 

agnosia: a spared ability to recognize rotated objects with the inability to tell their orientation 

(Harris et al., 2001). Indeed, it is logical to argue that an object needs to be identified, before 

we can tell its orientation, so identity comes first. The orientation invariance of object 

recognition was proven in repetition blindness (Harris & Dux, 2005) and repetition priming 

paradigms as well (Harris et al., 2008). Interestingly, when tested with letter shapes, the 

repetition blindness effect was even greater when the repeated letter appeared in different 

orientations (Corballis & Armstrong, 2007), again highlighting that letter detectors have 

orientation invariance, and that the cost of rotation in reading must originate from later 

processing steps. 
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In a simulation, Hannagan et al. (2021) have found that a convolutional artificial neural 

network, mimicking the ventral visual stream, could easily be trained for word recognition. This 

study serves interesting evidence for the neural recycling hypothesis, as the network was 

originally trained on objects, and words were only introduced later. Crucially, it reproduced 

many of the characteristics of human word recognition, like letter transposition effects, or alexia 

caused by acquired lesions. The rotation tolerance of the model was however only 10°, which 

was explained by the fact that the training dataset contained only normally oriented words. In 

this case, it might just be true that the letter detectors failed when presented with rotated inputs, 

but for humans exposed to rotated letters all the time (thus aiding perceptual learning), 

processing would be expected to go beyond this step. 

In summary, the current notion on what happens in the brain when observing rotated texts is 

controversial. In order to build models capable of solving the problem of rotations and serve 

powerful predictions in a host of reading tasks, first we need to better explore the phenomena  

involving rotated words. 

1.4.2 Diacritics 

A large number of written languages are based on the Latin alphabet, even though it is very 

unsuitable to meet the requirements of each language in capturing the relevant nuance in 

pronunciation. Many writing systems coped with this shortcoming by making amends to the 

alphabet to better meet their needs. The most common modification is the addition of diacritics, 

small markings usually above a letter, which change the linguistic information of the given 

character. Importantly, the linguistic function of diacritics can vary among languages. English 

readers might only come across the occasional diaeresis, two dots above a letter, indicating that 

it has to be pronounced separately and not as part of a diphthong (e.g., in coöperate, although it 

is considered archaic). In Spanish, the usage of diacritics is more frequent, and the acute accent 

mark indicates the location of lexical stress within a word but does not change vowel sound 

quality. In the case of Hungarian, diacritics are used to distinguish the fourteen unique vowels 

of the spoken language by modifying the five Latin base vowels. Then again, in French there is 

a wide variety of diacritics for a host of reasons, some etymological (e.g., the circumflex in 

‘forêt’ indicates the historical deletion of ‘s’ from ‘forest’), some separating homophones (e.g., 

the grave accent in ‘où’ has no effect in pronunciation, and it only serves to distinguish the 

word from ‘ou’), and others have a clear effect on the sound quality (e.g., the acute accent in 

‘é’ or the cedilla in ‘ç’). 
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The status of diacritical characters varies between languages, for example ‘é’ is considered 

a letter in its own right in Hungarian, but in French or Spanish, it is viewed as a modified ‘e’. 

But does the VWFA represent it as a separate character? In theory, this could be tested by letter 

similarity priming effects. When the replaced letter is sufficiently similar to the original one, 

such a modified prime could facilitate the processing of the intact target (e.g., for the target 

word OBJECT, the primes object and obiect work equally well, both outperforming obaect; 

Marcet & Perea, 2017, 2018). Recently, letter similarities were tested with isolated diacritical 

vowels and words containing diacritical letters in French (Chetail & Boursain, 2019). It was 

found that priming non-diacritical letters with diacritical ones had similar cost to replacing them 

with unrelated letters (RT pattern example for the target vowel A: a < â = z, and similarly for 

the target word TAPER: taper < tâper = tuper). Based on this, the authors argued that diacritical 

letters must have separate representations. 

A similar pattern was also found in Spanish, when Perea et al. replicated the French 

experiment (RT pattern example for the target vowel A: a < á < é, and for the target word 

FELIZ: feliz < féliz ≤ fáliz), but with the diacritical vowel lying more in between the identity 

and the unrelated conditions (Perea, Fernández-López, et al., 2020). This pattern deviates from 

the French study in that the diacritical vowel does not hinder processing as much as the 

unrelated condition. This could be explained by the less important role of diacritics in Spanish, 

as they never alter the vowel sound. Crucially, Perea et al. also tested the other direction and 

revealed a different pattern when priming diacritical targets with non-diacritical primes, 

namely, that the omitted diacritic performed just as well as the identity prime (RT pattern 

example for the target vowel Á: á = a < e, and for the target word FÁCIL: fácil = facil < fecil). 

The lack of a processing cost when omitting diacritics could be again explained by the fact that 

Spanish makes no phonological distinction between diacritical and non-diacritical vowels. This 

explanation, however, is refuted by the fact that the same pattern was replicated in Finnish (RT 

pattern example for the target vowel word PÖYTÄ: pöytä = poytä < paytä; Perea, Hyönä, et 

al., 2022), a language that uses diacritics to distinguish between very distinctly sounding front 

and back vowels (e.g., o /o/ vs. ö /ø/). 

The above detailed studies could be suggestive that only visual factors influence the 

perception of diacritics. This would be in line with computational models of reading, as they 

generally suggest, that addition of information differs from the absence of it. Features 

incompatible with a letter could cause direct inhibition (e.g., the acute accent serves evidence 

against the base letter a). This type of inhibition, however, was disproved by Rey et al. (2009) 
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in an ERP investigation. Another explanation could be based on Bayesian inference, where the 

presence of a feature is much stronger evidence, than the absence of it. This is implemented in 

the noisy-channel model of Norris and Kinoshita (2012), and tested on diacritical katakana 

characters (Kinoshita et al., 2021), stating that the diacritic is a purely visual feature, and its 

linguistic effects do not show up in the early stages of processing. In fact, they argue, that 

diacritical priming is akin to other letter similarity effects, where a single feature differentiates 

two letters, reproducing the same asymmetry (e.g., A primes Á but Á does not prime A the 

same way as F primes E but E does not prime F). 

This theory is very straightforward, however there is some evidence against such a clear-cut 

account, namely that the size of the priming effect seems to depend on the linguistic function 

of the diacritic. The introduction of extra diacritics was tested in English, the readers of which 

are not expected to have internal representations of accented letters (Perea, Gomez, et al., 2022), 

and although the effect was present, its size was very small. So far the effect sizes are 7 ms in 

English (nórth – NORTH), 17 ms in Spanish (féliz – FELIZ; Perea, Fernández-López, et al., 

2020), and 50 ms in French (néveu – NEVEU; Chetail & Boursain, 2019), suggesting that the 

linguistic function strongly modulates the similarity effect. It is also reasonable to assume that 

the linguistic modulation would depend on orthographical depth, as with shallow orthographies, 

the grapheme-phoneme conversion is independent of context. In this case, phonological 

abstraction is easily ‘outsourceable’ to the level of visual processing. This could be tested by 

investigating the similarity effect with varying linguistic roles of diacritics in the same 

language. 

1.5 Masked repetition priming in reading research 

For over three decades, one of the most used tools in word recognition research has been 

masked repetition priming (Grainger & Jacobs, 1999). It is based on the standard priming effect, 

i.e., after being presented a prime word, people tend to respond more quickly to following target 

words if they are semantically related to the prime (DOCTOR – NURSE), and more slowly if 

they are unrelated (TREE – NURSE). The problem with this setup is that the overt nature of 

priming can influence the participants’ strategy and alter the validity of the results. Masked 

priming on the other hand resolves this issue by presenting the prime for a very brief period of 

time (usually 50 ms), and further reducing its saliency by incorporating it between a forward 

and/or a backward mask (e.g., a row of # marks). The prime is thus rendered subliminal, and its 

effects on the following target stimulus are automatic and not influenced by participant strategy 

(Forster et al., 1987). This effect is understood to be mostly prelexical – only affecting 
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orthographic processing steps –, although the presence of a backward mask can increase the 

prime to target interval and allow for lexical and semantic effects too. Crucially, the short 

presentation means that the nervous system cannot repeatedly sample the visual information 

and is bound to work with the information present upon initial perception. The theory behind 

priming is that the prime can, to some extent, preactivate the reading network, leading to 

increased performance (faster RT, increased accuracy) when the target is the same word as the 

prime, and could cause interference if the words are different (Dehaene et al., 2001; Holcomb 

& Grainger, 2007). If we see stimulation, it means, that the prime was processed, and upon 

initial processing, it is represented similarly to the target. The size of the effect thus reflects the 

processability and the similarity of the prime. 
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2 Aims 

No studies so far have presented a detailed view on the psychophysical effects of word 

orientation on automatic processing. We aimed to conduct a repetition priming experiment that 

describes the relationship between word orientation and readability, by rotating only the prime 

stimuli, and presenting normally oriented target stimuli. Our goal was to utilize rotations all 

around the circle (as opposed to previous works focusing only on a smaller range and one 

direction), to avoid overgeneralization of rotation effects. Since correcting cognitive 

mechanisms are expected when presented with rotated stimuli (e.g., mental rotation), we opted 

to modulate the duration of prime presentations, and thereby also modulate the facility of such 

correcting mechanisms. Based on the theory and research of Dehaene and Cohen (Cohen et al., 

2008; Dehaene et al., 2005), we expected to find a steep change in the presence of rotated 

priming effects; their prediction is that the effect should essentially turn off above 45° rotation, 

and this pattern would not be affected by priming duration. We also aimed to assess whether 

any rotated word priming effects can be explained solely by the presence of the right letters, 

without the correct orthographic information, by reversing the letter order of the prime stimuli 

in a second experiment. 

Another yet understudied area of visual word form processing has been the theory behind 

diacritical letters. Although they are used widely, most mainstream research focuses on English 

writing, and fails to capture the mental representation of modified characters. Since many 

languages use diacritical letters for various linguistic reasons, it is necessary to study multiple 

of them to gain a unified view of diacritic processing. To supplement the present literature 

(Chetail & Boursain, 2019; Kinoshita et al., 2021; Perea, Fernández-López, et al., 2020; Perea, 

Gomez, et al., 2022), we intended to study the acute accent in Hungarian, a language with a 

unique combination of ubiquitously used diacritics and very shallow orthography. By varying 

the presence or absence of diacritics on different base letters in a masked priming paradigm, we 

could target separate linguistic functions of the same diacritic. The priming pattern could either 

show asymmetry as evidence for the superiority of visual factors, or it could be more 

symmetrical, highlighting the importance of the linguistic roles. Since ‘o’ and ‘ó’ are closer 

phonetically, than ‘a’ and ‘á’ (see rationale in the methods section, and also Figure 4), we 

expected that if present, the linguistic pattern would be more pronounced in the latter case. 
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3 Materials and methods 

3.1 Rotated word priming (Benyhe & Csibri, 2021) 

The design was based on the first experiment of Harris et al. (2008), but instead of images 

of objects, our stimuli were written words. In this paradigm, the masked priming technique was 

utilized with backward masking and responses consisting of reading the target word aloud. The 

primes were either the same or unrelated to the target word and were rotated in various degrees. 

In Experiment 1, we tested a range of different priming durations to modulate the orientational 

effect, and in Experiment 2 we used reversed letter order for the prime words to test for the 

separation of letter and word orientations in word form processing (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3 Design of Experiment 1 of the rotated word paradigm. Each trial starts with a fixation cross of variable 

interval, followed by the prime stimulus. The prime appears in one of twelve possible orientations and can be of 

two conditions: a same prime is followed by an identical target word, whereas a different prime is followed by an 

unrelated target word. The prime duration varies between groups. The prime is followed by a circular mask for 

100 ms, after which the target stimulus appears, staying on screen until verbal response. Responses are validated 

offline for accuracy and response time. The design of Experiment 2 is the same as the 50 ms group of Experiment 

1, except for the reversed letter order of primes (e.g., a same trial could be tanov→VONAT). 
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3.1.1 Experiment 1 

Participants 

A total of 53 students (34 female, 19 male, mean age = 25.6 years) from the University of 

Szeged were recruited to participate. All of them were native Hungarian speakers, with no 

declared reading or speech disabilities and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The 

experiment was approved by the Regional Research Ethics Committee of the University of 

Szeged (267/2017-SZTE) and was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. 

The participants were randomly split into four groups of different priming durations (there were 

10, 17, 16, and 10 participants in the four groups, respectively). Simulation based on pilot data 

showed that a participant count of 10 in the current design would yield 80% power for an effect 

size of 30 ms. 

Stimuli 

Stimulus words were selected from the Hungarian National Corpus (HNC, Oravecz et al., 

2014) as the 336 most frequent Hungarian noun lemmas with a length of 5 or 6 characters 

(frequency range: 196-17/million, Zipf-frequency range: 4.23-5.29). To create the stimuli, the 

words were drawn in black color with a monospaced typeface (Lucida Console) at the 

center of a light gray background. The same words were used for both prime and target stimuli. 

To minimize visual similarity, primes were drawn with lowercase letters, and targets with 

uppercase letters. 

Masks had to be designed in a way to conceal prime orientation, as the standard row of 

hashmarks would not suffice. In order not to give off any hints on prime orientation, masks 

were produced by uniformly scattering 300 Hungarian characters with random orientations on 

the center of the screen, cropped to a circle. To reduce any effect of familiarization to the masks, 

five were generated and cycled throughout a session, and they were drawn in random 

orientations. 

Procedure 

The experiment was designed and run in MATLAB with the Psychtoolbox 3 extension 

(Kleiner et al., 2007), under Microsoft Windows. Trial lists were created in three versions, by 

permuting thirds of the complete stimulus set in a Latin square manner (each third would switch 

roles as primes of the different condition, targets of the different condition and primes and 

targets for the same condition). This way each word would only be presented in one trial during 

one session, and each role would be roughly balanced between unique words after multiple 
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sessions, as lists would be assigned randomly at the start of each run. The order of the trials was 

permuted randomly, and the two priming and twelve orientation conditions were balanced 

evenly. One run consisted of 224 trials (plus five practice trials) and lasted on average 10 

minutes. Trial structure is summarized in Figure 3. 

The experiment was carried out in a darkened, quiet room to reduce the possibility of 

distractions. After giving written consent, participants were seated at 57 cm distance from an 

Asus PG248Q 120 Hz monitor used for stimulus presentation and had a Rode NT-USB 

microphone in front of them to capture verbal responses. Participants were instructed to read 

target words aloud as quickly and accurately as possible. The computer recorded response onset 

and paced the experiment automatically. The recorded utterances were validated offline for 

accuracy and precise RT measurement. 

Data analysis 

Trials with inaccurate utterances or RT above 1000 ms were excluded from the analysis. 

Analyses were performed in R (Version 3.6.2) using the lme4, and emmeans packages. Separate 

generalized linear mixed-effects models (GLMM) with inverse Gaussian function and log link 

were fitted to the RT data from each experimental group (Bates et al., 2015; Lenth et al., 2018; 

R Core Team, 2021). The following model structure was used to fit the models (expressed in 

Wilkinson notation): 

RT ~ condition * orientation + log(n_trial) + (1 + condition 

| participant) + (1 | item)  

where both condition and orientation are fixed factors and (the natural logarithm of) trial 

number is continuous variable. 

Fixed effects were evaluated with Wald tests, and the priming effect for all orientations was 

calculated as Tukey-corrected estimated marginal mean (EMM) contrasts between the same 

and different conditions. Plots were created with the ggplot2 package (Wickham, 2016). 

3.1.2 Experiment 2 

Participants 

Fourteen students (9 female, 5 male, mean age = 21.7 years) from the University of Szeged 

were recruited for the second experiment. All were native Hungarian speakers, with no declared 

reading or speech disabilities and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The experiment ran 

under the same ethical license as Experiment 1. 
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Stimuli 

Stimuli and masks were created similarly to Experiment 1, with the exception, that all prime 

words were drawn with reversed letter order. 

Procedure and data analysis 

All procedures and analysis steps were performed as in Experiment 1. 
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3.2 Diacritic priming (Benyhe et al., 2023) 

Two experiments were designed to evaluate the effects of the acute diacritic used on two 

sets of vowels to produce two distinct linguistic functions. Hungarian has a highly transparent 

orthography and a ubiquitous use of diacritics, with roles well defined by phonology (Figure 

4). Each vowel has short and long versions, the latter of which is signaled by acute (or double 

acute) accents. The long and short versions are usually remarkably similar in their sound 

qualities and differ only in length (e.g., ‘o’ /o/ and ‘ó’ /oː/) but there are exceptions, when there 

is a contrast in quality as well (e.g., ‘a’ /ɒ/ and ‘á’ /aː/). In Experiment 1, we modulated diacritic 

presence on the letters ‘o/ó’ and ‘u/ú’ to change the length of the vowel; in Experiment 2, the 

modulation of the same diacritic produced an extra effect in vowel quality besides changing 

vowel length on the letters ‘a/á’ and ‘e/é’ (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 4 Formant distributions of the vowels of the Hungarian alphabet. Data from 6256 individual sounds of a 

male speaker are redrawn with permission from Abari et al. (2011). The first and second formant frequencies (F1 

and F2) characterize the quality of an individual vowel sound, and ellipses are drawn at the 95% level for each 

letter. Related letters are plotted with the same color and their lengths are differentiated by line style. Whereas 

most short-long pairs have overlapping distributions, the letters of the ‘a/á’ and ‘e/é’ pairs are more distant from 

each other, indicating a contrast not only in sound length, but in sound quality as well. 
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Figure 5 Design of both experiments of the diacritical paradigm. The task is lexical decision, so targets can be 

words or pseudowords. The trials can be of two main conditions based on the diacritical status of the key letter in 

the target stimulus: diacritical or non-diacritical. In Experiment 1, the key letters were ‘o’ or ‘u’ in the non-

diacritical, and ‘ó’ or ‘ú’ in the diacritical condition, whereas in Experiment 2 these were ‘a’ or ‘e’, and ‘á’ or ‘é’ 

for the two conditions, respectively. The trials start with a 500 ms blank interval, followed by a 500 ms forward 

mask. The mask contains the same number of hashmarks (#) as the following prime and target. The prime stimulus 

is presented for 50 ms and can be one of three conditions: the identity prime is the same string as the target, the 

related prime has the diacritical status of its key letter flipped, and the unrelated prime has a completely different 

key letter with a flipped diacritical status. The prime is followed by the target stimulus that stays on until button 

press response or a maximum of 2000 ms. 

3.2.1 Experiment 1 

Participants 

A total of 72 young adults (41 female, 29 male, 2 rather not say, mean age = 24.7 years) 

were recruited via the online platform Prolific Academia. All of them were native Hungarian 

speakers, with no declared reading or writing disabilities and normal or corrected-to-normal 

vision. The experiment was approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of Valencia 

and was carried out in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The participant count was 

determined based on the recommendations of Brysbaert and Stevens (2018). 

Stimuli 

One hundred and eighty target words were selected from the HNC, filtered for two-syllable 

lemmas, 4 to 6 characters in length. Each word contained at least one of the key letters, ‘o’ or 
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‘u’ in the non-diacritical, and ‘ó’ or ‘ú’ in the diacritical target condition, with key letter 

occurrences balanced in the list (45 instances each). Importantly, the key letter never occurred 

in the first position, and the other vowel in the word was never diacritical. Words were selected 

in a way to minimize the differences in word frequency and key letter position between the 

diacritical and non-diacritical conditions (mean Zipf-frequency: 3.96 and 4.49, respectively; 

mean key letter position: 3.5 and 3.1, respectively). 

Prime words were derived from target words. Each target had three associated prime words 

one for each of the three priming conditions: identity primes were the same as target words; 

related primes were different from target words only in the diacritical status of the key letter 

(e.g., ‘o’ becomes ‘ó’ or ‘ú’ becomes ‘u’); and unrelated primes had a completely different 

vowel with opposite diacritical status replacing the key letter (e.g., ‘o’ becomes ‘á’ or ‘ú’ 

becomes ‘o’). The primes were created in a way to produce pseudowords in the related and 

unrelated conditions, and targets for which this was not possible were excluded. 

For the lexical decision task, an equal number of pseudoword targets had to be created. These 

were produced by generating pseudowords around the vowel cores of real words, based on letter 

pair and triplet probabilities observed in the HNC. The associated primes were generated 

similarly to those of word targets. 

Each stimulus was created by drawing the words in black color and a monospaced typeface 

(Lucida Console) on the middle of a light gray background. Targets were always presented 

in uppercase, and primes in lowercase. See scripts, documentation and complete stimulus lists 

in the data repository associated with Benyhe et al. (2023). 

Procedure 

The experiment was coded in PsychoPy3 (Peirce et al., 2022) and ran online via the online 

server Pavlovia. To balance out the priming conditions among individual items, three stimulus 

lists were created with a Latin square design, and each was run on equal number of participants. 

Trial order was permuted randomly, and target diacritic and priming conditions were balanced 

evenly throughout the experiment. After 20 practice trials (aided with accuracy feedback), the 

experiment consisted of 360 trials (180 words and 180 pseudowords, see trial structure in Figure 

5), with self-paced breaks after every 60 trials. One run lasted approximately 20 minutes. 

The recruited participants gave informed consent, and ran the experiment on their own 

computers (for validity of online experiments, see Angele et al., 2022). Participants were 

instructed to complete the experiment in a quiet environment with no distractions. The task was 
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to decide if the appearing string is a real Hungarian word or a nonsense pseudoword, as quickly 

and accurately as possible, by pressing keys on the keyboard (‘X’ for pseudoword, ‘M’ for real 

word). Response accuracy and RT were recorded. 

Data analysis 

Separate analyses of RT and accuracy data were performed in R with the brms package for 

Bayesian linear mixed-effects modeling (Bürkner, 2017; R Core Team, 2021). Trials with 

shorter than 250 ms RTs were excluded from the dataset, and only correct responses were used 

for the RT analysis. Bayesian mixed-effects models (5000 iterations) were fitted with the 

following structure: 

dependent_variable ~ diacritic * prime + (1 + diacritic * 

prime | participant) + (1 + diacritic * prime | item) 

where diacritic and priming conditions were coded as fixed factors (with the non-diacritical 

similar condition as reference). The RTs were modeled with Gaussian distribution of inverse 

transformed data (-1000/RT). Accuracy was modeled with Bernoulli distribution. Effects with 

a 95% credible interval (CrI) not crossing zero were regarded as significant. Plots were made 

with the ggplot2 package (Wickham, 2016). 

3.2.2 Experiment 2 

Participants 

A second set of 72 young adults (36 female, 34 male, 2 rather not say, mean age = 24.6 

years) were recruited via Prolific Academia. All of them were native Hungarian speakers, with 

no declared reading or writing disabilities and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The 

experiment ran under the same ethical license as Experiment 1. 

Stimuli 

Stimulus lists were created in a similar fashion to Experiment 1. Crucially, the key letters 

were changed to ‘a’ and ‘e’ in the non-diacritical, and ‘á’ and ‘é’ in the diacritical target 

conditions. The 180 words were again selected in a manner to minimize differences in 

frequency and the position of the key letter between the diacritical and non-diacritical 

conditions (mean Zipf-frequency: 4.75 and 4.87, respectively; mean key letter position: 3.2 in 

both conditions). 

Procedure and data analysis 

Procedures and analyses were performed in the same way as for Experiment 1. 
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4 Results 

4.1 Rotated word priming (Benyhe & Csibri, 2021) 

4.1.1 Experiment 1 

Out of the 11872 observations, 521 (~4%) were excluded due to inaccurate response, failure 

to respond within the time window, or recording error. Separate GLMMs were fitted for each 

priming duration group with successful convergence. The Wald tests confirmed a significant 

interaction between prime orientation and priming condition in each group, justifying the 

pairwise comparisons along the orientations (W25ms(11) = 44.1, p < .001; W50ms(11) = 260.3, p 

< .001; W75ms(11) = 164.6, p < .001; W100ms(11) = 77.2, p < .001). EMMs and priming effects 

are summarized in Table 1, and mean RTs are plotted in Figure 6. 

Table 1 Estimated marginal means of RT along conditions and orientations in ms. For each experimental group, 

priming effect is calculated as the contrast between same and different conditions. Asterisks mark the Tukey-

corrected significance of priming effects: * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001. 
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Figure 6 Mean response times ± 1 S.E.M. as a function of prime orientation, colored by priming condition. The 

orientation labels are rotated in the same degree as the denoted prime rotations. 

Positive priming effects were found in all priming duration groups. Whereas this effect is 

only present around normal orientation (0° and -30°) in the 25 ms group, the range spreads and 

stabilizes in the longer priming groups (sizable effect from -60° to 60°) and can still be detected 

in the perpendicular orientations (±90°). There are also incidental cases of statistically 

significant priming effects in far oriented or upside-down orientations (e.g., a 30 ms effect 

at -150° in the 75 ms group). 
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4.1.2 Experiment 2 

The GLMM was fitted to 3037 observations, 99 trials (~3% of all) were rejected. With the 

reversed prime words, there was no significant main effect of prime condition, and there were 

no apparent positive priming effects in any orientation (Table 1, Figure 6). The multiple 

comparisons of EMMs indicated a small negative priming effect at 0°, although this effect is 

questionable due to the lack of significant main effect and interaction in the Wald tests. 

4.2 Diacritic priming (Benyhe et al., 2023) 

4.2.1 Experiment 1 

After deleting trials with too short responses, and eliminating the data from one word item, 

which performed under 50% accuracy, the remaining 12864 trials were used for the accuracy 

model, out of which the 12089 correct responses were used for the RT model. Mean RT and 

accuracy data are summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2 Mean response times in ms and mean response accuracy in parentheses across each condition. Note that 

only the data from word trials were used in the analyses, and pseudoword data are only shown for consistency. 

  Word targets Pseudoword targets 

  Non-diacritical Diacritical Non-diacritical Diacritical 

Experiment 1 

identity 632 (.947) 665 (.926) 704 (.963) 727 (.958) 

similar 643 (.952) 661 (.923) 707 (.954) 732 (.957) 

dissimilar 656 (.948) 681 (.932) 712 (.965) 734 (.953) 

Experiment 2 

identity 638 (.971) 640 (.964) 709 (.967) 731 (.956) 

similar 650 (.949) 641 (.970) 718 (.975) 743 (.954) 

dissimilar 666 (.944) 652 (.955) 719 (.978) 733 (.964) 

 

The RT model (Figure 7) indicated a significant advantage of the identity condition (over 

similar,  b = -0.03, SE = 0.01, CrI [-0.05, -0.01]), modulated by diacritical status (interaction, 

b = 0.03, SE = 0.01, CrI [0.00, 0.05]), thus the identity advantage was only present for non-

diacritical targets. Conversely, the dissimilar condition had a disadvantage (compared to 

similar, b = 0.03, SE = 0.01, CrI [0.01, 0.05]), but this was unaffected by diacritics (interaction, 

b = 0.00, SE = 0.01, CrI [-0.02, 0.03]) showing a similar pattern for both diacritical and non-

diacritical targets. 
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Figure 7 Posterior distribution of parameter values in the Bayesian RT models. Parameters with their 95% credible 

interval (light gray shading between the tails) not crossing zero are regarded as significant. The insets show mean 

response times ± 1 S.E.M., colored by priming condition. 

The accuracy model (Figure 8) found no significant effect of the identity or dissimilar 

conditions (b = -0.10, SE = 0.16, CrI [-0.41, 0.21] and b = 0.17, SE = 0.22, CrI [-0.26, 0.59], 

respectively), and their interaction with diacritical status was also insignificant (b = -0.09, 

SE = 0.21, CrI [-0.31, 0.49] and b = 0.17, SE = 0.22, CrI [-0.26, 0.59]). 
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Figure 8 Posterior distribution of parameter values in the Bayesian accuracy models. Parameters with their 95% 

credible interval (light gray shading between the tails) not crossing zero are regarded as significant. The insets 

show mean accuracy ± 1 S.E.M., colored by priming condition. 

4.2.2 Experiment 2 

Trials with responses below 250 ms were eliminated, and the remaining 12927 trials were 

used for fitting the accuracy model, out of which the 12424 correct responses were used for the 

RT model. Accuracy and RT means are summarized in Table 2. 

Analogous to the previous experiment, the identity condition was once again faster than the 

similar condition (Figure 7; b = -0.02, SE = 0.01, CrI [-0.04, -0.01]), but only for the non-

diacritical targets (interaction, b = 0.03, SE = 0.01, CrI [0.00, 0.05]). A disadvantage of 
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dissimilar primes was present (b = 0.03, SE = 0.01, CrI [0.02, 0.05]), regardless of  diacritical 

status (interaction, b = 0.01, SE = 0.01, CrI [-0.02, 0.03]). 

The identity advantage was also present in the accuracy model (Figure 8; b = 0.79, SE = 0.20, 

CrI [0.40, 1.20]), with the same interaction pattern (b = -0.85, SE = 0.26, 95% [-1.37, -0.34]). 

The disadvantage of the dissimilar condition was, however, absent from the accuracy model 

(main effect: b = -0.05, SE = 0.16, CrI [-0.35, 0.28]; interaction: b = -0.36, SE = 0.24, 

CrI [-0.83, 0.11]). 
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5 Discussion 

5.1 Rotated word priming (Benyhe & Csibri, 2021) 

We conducted two masked repetition priming experiments with rotated words as primes to 

test the effects of orientation on orthographic processing. In the first experiment, we found that 

the priming effect was strongly dependent on orientation, which is in contrast with the findings 

of Harris et al. (2008) regarding object recognition in a similar priming paradigm. This 

highlights the divergence of orthographic processing from object recognition and shows a 

reduced tolerance towards transformations in word form processing. Indeed, during learning to 

read, the brain must ‘unlearn’ the property of mirror equivalence, that is otherwise present in 

object recognition (Dehaene et al., 2005), so it can be assumed that the two subsystems can 

perform differently in case of other transformations too. Also, words are represented in the brain 

as a directed sequence of letters (Grainger, 2018), so the ability to read a word should be 

dependent on finding the main axis, along which the code exists. 

Curiously, our results showed that with the shortest duration, the priming effect was only 

significant at 0° and 30° (~20 ms), but with longer durations it opened up to ±60° (~60 ms) and 

was even detectable to a lesser extent at ±90° (~20 ms). Although priming effects are expected 

to grow approximately linearly with prime duration (Grainger & Jacobs, 1999), this was not the 

case in our study; neither for normally oriented primes, nor in any other direction. Thus, it 

seems that there is a time-dependent component of rotation-tolerance which quickly reaches a 

plateau (from 50 ms on). The range of the rotated priming effect is roughly in line with the LCD 

model’s predictions (breakdown above ~45°; Cohen et al. 2008) but is a bit wider (at least 60°) 

and more gradual in its decay. 

When trying to account for rotation effects in the SERIOL model’s framework, Whitney 

(2002) assumed, that the letter nodes received weaker input due to mental rotation. This would 

break the temporal code which could not be passed to the next level of processing within a 

single oscillatory cycle. This reasoning however ignores the finding, that single letter 

recognition is remarkably resilient to rotations (Koriat & Norman, 1989; Perea et al., 2020). 

Also, according to the model, location gradient is built from relative visual acuity within the 

visual field, an idea strongly coupled with the anatomical properties of the retina that is 

seemingly incompatible with mental rotation (the observer cannot imagine how acuity would 

change if the image of a letter projected on another part of the retina). Even if rotated words 

need more oscillatory cycles or sub-cycles (the temporal grid in the SERIOL model, 200 ms 
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and 25 ms, respectively, proposed by Whitney, 2002) to properly represent the orthographic 

code, we should see a more stepwise pattern: all orientations that are processable in the same 

number of cycles should behave similarly. In our results, we could say that the first step is 

present, when transitioning from 25 ms primes to the 50 ms duration, but then it would follow 

that a further increase yields a wider rotation tolerance. Furthermore, the shortness of the prime-

target interval, and the masking renders conscious efforts at stimulus normalization improbable 

(i.e., mental rotation proposed by Whitney et al. [2002] and agreed on by Cohen et al. [2008]). 

Also, the mixed nature of our design (as opposed to block designs) further reduces the 

possibility of participants anticipating the orientation. In our opinion, the orientational priming 

pattern reflects the amount of information readily and automatically available in the early stages 

of processing, rather than a cognitive effort to mentally rotate the word form back to its 

canonical orientation. Thus, the SERIOL model’s explanation cannot fully account for the 

effects seen with masked priming. 

Other computational models, such as the overlap model, do not explicitly state their 

predictions with rotated word forms (Gomez et al., 2008). If we try to apply the overlap model, 

we should only take the letters’ horizontal position into account, or we should expand the 

position representations in the second dimension. Either way, we have to assume, that the 

overlaps between letter representations increase to an extreme at ±90° orientation, at which 

point, the normal and reversed order primes would have equal representations. In the reversed 

prime experiment, however, we did not see any sign of priming in the perpendicular 

orientations. 

An alternative explanation of the rotation effect would be that it is caused by the effort to 

find the axis along which to extract the code. This could take the form of opening an attentional 

window, defining the boundaries of the word and then analyzing its components. In case of 

normally oriented primes, for which the visual system is prepared, this needs no extra effort, 

hence we can see a priming effect with the 25 ms primes at 0° orientation but not much further. 

Longer prime presentations, however, could possibly allow for a feedback cycle with updated 

expectations of orientation. An interpretation of this is the update of the frame of reference in 

which information is coded. This is possible through the mental capacity termed perceptual 

upright (Dyde et al., 2006), defining the reference frame in which the ambiguous rotated 

character ‘p/d’ is recognized as either a p or a d. The perceptual upright was found to be strongly 

influenced by the orientation of the visual background (having approximately half the weight 

of the body axis, the purely egocentric reference frame). In our experiments, the visual 
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‘background’ is the context in which the letters are perceived, i.e., the orientation of the whole 

word. Note that in our case the orientation of the word and the constituent letters is the same, 

unlike in recent work focusing on the rotation tolerance of letter detectors (Fernández-López et 

al., 2021, 2022). Such divergence of letter and whole word axes could account for the reduced 

tolerance (30°) found with parafoveal preview and masked priming experiments. 

The proposed linked nature of word and letter orientation also explains why there was no 

priming at 180° in the second experiment. In the same condition, although individual letters are 

all rotated 180°, in each position, the letter identities are shared between the prime and the 

target. As letter recognition withstands such extreme rotations (Koriat & Norman, 1989), we 

would expect the priming pattern to flip in Experiment 2, if the letter and word orientations are 

coded independently. As this was not the case, we conclude that the resilience of orthographic 

processing towards rotations is greatest when letter and word orientations agree. 

Finally, we should explain why there is an extreme cost for unprimed lexical decision (Cohen 

et al., 2008; Koriat & Norman, 1985) but a more robust priming effect for rotated words up to 

90°. We find that the best approach here would be Bayesian. The initial evidence in a rotated 

prime word can be decoded to some extent and enriches the prior probabilities before sampling 

the target word as usual, hence the priming effect. In case of an unprimed paradigm, where the 

target word itself is rotated, we have to account for the rate at which evidence accumulates. We 

argue that this could be affected strongly by rotation: the initial guess forced by priming is 

correct, but the confidence for naming or lexical decision builds up more slowly. Therefore, 

even a 50 ms long rotated prime can enhance target processing, whereas the same rotation 

would inflict delays longer than 50 ms with rotated targets. 

Despite our efforts, some intriguing results remain unexplained. Firstly, the appearance of 

seemingly robust priming in far orientations of Experiment 1 is incompatible with our current 

understanding of the VWFA’s capabilities. For now, as it does not fit into the overall pattern, 

we must rule it out as a possible sampling error. Furthermore, the inverse priming effect in the 

normal orientation of Experiment 1 is puzzling, as we do not expect greater interference with 

reversed letter order than with a completely unrelated set of letters (see the reversed anagram 

effect with repetition blindness, Morris & Still, 2012). In future experiments, we will have to 

see if these findings hold up and should be taken into account when designing models of 

orthographic processing. 
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5.2 Diacritic priming (Benyhe et al., 2023) 

We conducted two masked priming experiments to test if the effect of added or missing 

diacritics is dependent on the linguistic function. In the first experiment, the diacritic only 

increased vowel length, whereas in the second, the diacritic also changed vowel quality. The 

two experiments yielded surprisingly similar results. While the unrelated condition always 

performed worse than the two other conditions, the identity advantage (decreased RT compared 

to visually similar primes) was only present for non-diacritical targets, regardless of the 

experiment. For example, the diacritical target word RÓKA has the following RT pattern: 

róka ≈ roka < reka; meanwhile the non-diacritical target MOZI is primed in the following 

pattern: mozi < mózi < múzi. Interestingly, the accuracy results did not parallel those of the RT: 

the cost of unrelated primes was completely absent, and the asymmetrical identity advantage 

was only present in Experiment 2. This could be interpreted as a ceiling effect, and in the 

following, we will only detail the effects in RT. 

These findings suggest that the early processing and encoding of diacritics is independent of 

phonological features. The interference caused by similar primes is only present when the 

amount of visual information is greater in the prime, than in the actual target (ó⇏O), but not in 

reverse (o⇒Ó). Furthermore, this is not only true for deep orthographies but also for Hungarian 

which is orthographically remarkably shallow. Based on the triangle and generally the dual-

route models (Coltheart et al., 2001; Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989), phonological effects are 

expected to be augmented in case of high orthographic transparency. This was not the case, and 

the fact that the changes in diacritical status produced the same priming pattern in Hungarian 

as in Spanish (Perea, Fernández-López, et al., 2020) or even English (Perea, Gomez, et al., 

2022) points out that these effects arise along the visual route. This is in line with the predictions 

of the noisy channel model (Norris & Kinoshita, 2012), in that the visual system expects to 

receive noisy information, and is more prepared to fill in missing details than to ignore present 

ones. The presence of information serves greater evidence towards a specific letter identity, 

than the absence of information has against it. 

We conclude that these findings support the idea that diacritical vowels are represented as 

separate letters. When the abstract letter identity has multiple forms (e.g., in the case of upper- 

and lowercase or italics), the same argument can be made that one version has more information 

than the other. For example, the uppercase letter B contains all features of the lowercase form 

b, but not the other way round. If these had separate representations, then one would expect to 

see asymmetrical priming effects (e.g., b⇒B but B⇏b). It was shown, however, that priming 
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effects are case-independent (in other words symmetrical), both for letters with similar and 

dissimilar features in different cases (Kinoshita & Kaplan, 2008). Thus, if diacritical and base 

versions of the same vowel shared the same abstract letter representation, it would produce 

symmetrical effects. In contrast, we find asymmetry akin to that produced by visually similar 

but distinct letter identities (e.g., F⇒E but F⇏E; Kinoshita et al., 2021). 

To account for the differences between languages, we propose that the diacritical prime to 

non-diacritical target interference depends on the development of the abstract letter 

representations. For languages where diacritics are in everyday use, the diacritical letters have 

a stable representation and produce a robust effect as in Hungarian (11-12 ms) or in Spanish 

(17 ms; Perea, Fernández-López, et al., 2020). In English, however the representation is 

expected to be much weaker, as the use of diacritics is less frequent, thus we find weak 

interference (7 ms). The results of Chetail and Boursain (2019) stand out from this comparison, 

as they found an extreme (50 ms) interference in case of French. This could be explained by 

the specific diacritics used in the experiments, as the Hungarian, Spanish and English studies 

used only the acute accent. The study regarding French, in contrast, employed visually more 

complex diacritics in approximately three quarters of the items, which could be more salient 

and produce more interference. 

Importantly, these results only reflect the early stages of visual word form processing, and 

we should not rule out, that the diacritical letter detectors can give rise to differential effects 

based on the specific linguistic functions. Priming effects only confirm the presence of such 

letter detectors, but the way their activation weighs in the decoding process cannot be decided 

with this methodology and should instead be tested with unprimed paradigms. Perea et al. 

(2022) has already published promising results utilizing a semantic categorization task, where 

the omission of diacritics entailed a reading cost in German but not in Spanish. For more 

decisive results on the nature of diacritics, subsequent studies should compare languages or 

different sets of diacritics in such unprimed tasks. 
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5.3 General discussion 

Reading research is an exciting and growing field of the cognitive sciences. Studies often 

focus on small sections of the complex task of reading (just like our contributions), but one 

should not lose sight of the bigger picture. The findings should eventually fit into a grand theory 

of reading, encompassing not only the visual, but the attentional, semantic and motor aspects 

too (as the OB1-reader model attempts to do, Snell et al., 2018). Crucially, such models should 

be compatible with the neuronal recycling account (Dehaene & Cohen, 2007), allowing the skill 

of reading to arise in a naïve neuronal environment. Computational models utilize predefined 

letter detectors, but the set of letter detectors in anyone’s letterbox should depend on their 

personal experience, and their representation of written stimuli would be constantly shaped by 

statistical learning (Arciuli & Simpson, 2012; Pacton et al., 2001; Snell & Theeuwes, 2020). 

For example, readers of 18th century print would be well prepared to differentiate between the 

letters ſ (long s) and f, a hardſhip we modern readers can forget about. But when glancing into 

an old volume of Shakespeare, our visual system can more easily match the long s character 

with the abstract letter identity of f, as this form is basically missing from our experience with 

the letter s. One must assume that the brain region we now term VWFA has been there since 

ancient times, well before the practice of reading emerged, but was recruitable and available to 

meet the needs of this new task. And as we see, this new task keeps evolving. 

Therefore, the capacities of the reading network will necessarily reflect the challenges it has 

to solve, for a Sumerian scribe and a modern reader alike. The fact that word reading has a 

substantial resistance to rotations just shows that the relative position between reader and text 

is not fixed. Some invariance towards text orientation is required to perform well in everyday 

situations, just as invariance is needed over letter case, style, position, etc. Similarly, a lot of 

the written content we read online is ripe with errors or often omits diacritics. The task our 

reading brain has to perform is to extract the intended linguistic information despite the 

typographical imperfections. What happened if instead, one would always see text in the same 

orientation, the same font, the same distance and the most immaculate spelling? In my opinion, 

the result would be overfitting, as seen in the simulation of Hannagan et al. (2021), when testing 

for rotations. The nervous system assigns its capacity to represent the variability observed in 

earlier experience and, as a result, is less equipped to find the nuance in unfamiliar items (e.g., 

see the other-race effect, Lindsay et al., 1991). This is to be expected in case of reading too and 

should explain most perceptual effects. This realization could inspire a new style of modeling, 

one that builds on the visual variability of prior experience about the written world. 
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6 Conclusion 

In the first study, we successfully employed a novel scattered character mask to conceal the 

presentation of rotated prime words in a masked priming paradigm. Priming of word reading 

was detectable with prime rotations up to 90° but most effective below 60°. Importantly, this 

pattern was present for prime durations of 50, 75 and 100 ms, but not for 25 ms, where the 

priming was only present around the normal orientation. This moderate time-dependence shows 

that orientation resilience requires an extra step – possibly a feedback mechanism – but stays 

well within the bounds of automatic word form processing. This robust priming pattern 

questions earlier explanations involving mental rotation during reading rotated words. There 

was an absence of priming effect with reversed primes, showing that the rotated priming effect 

occurred after letter detection, and was truly orthographical. The reversed prime results also 

underline the importance of the alignment of word orientation, and the orientation of individual 

letters in word form processing. 

In the second study, we modulated the presence and absence of diacritics of prime words in 

a masked priming paradigm with lexical decision. The experiments were done in Hungarian, 

an exceptionally transparent writing system, with native speakers. We found that similarity 

priming was not dependent on the linguistic function of the diacritic, despite the clear difference 

in pronunciation. The results revealed the same asymmetry as in other languages: priming 

occurs with non-diacritical prime and diacritical target, but not in the opposite direction. This 

finding confirmed that phonological factors do not have a role in masked priming, rather it is 

driven only by visual cues. Our results are in favor of Bayesian models of word form processing 

and agree with the theory that diacritical letters have detector units separate from the base 

letters. 
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